This bibliography covers that a broad spectrum of sources and studies that are associated with "authorship," both individual authors and authors as a group, in Europe and the Americas, for the period 1660–1800+ (I pursue eighteenth-century authors into the nineteenth century but neglect “Romantic” authors of the nineteenth century). “Authors” is rather inclusively defined here, including some writing history, medicine, music, science, and other non-literary fields, thus including writers who did not think of themselves as authors. The bibliography covers the more distinct categories of attribution; anonymity and pseudonyms; autographs and manuscripts (and thus some studies involving handwriting); collaborations and conflicts between authors (literary exchanges between contemporary living authors); composition, adaptation, editing, and revision (that is, the writer at work and texts with authorial intention); copyright and literary property; correspondence and such autobiographical texts as journals and memoirs; fraudulent practices and plagiarism; earnings and profits, and thus patronage, relations with publishers, and subscriptions. Editorial problems and solutions to texts are also included.

If this bibliography were not complemented by others on BibSite, more publications (listed in the others) might have been inserted. For instance, I have only included studies of copyright and subscriptions that have focus on the author (composer in some cases), saving others for a forthcoming bibliography of "publishers and publishing.” Similarly, my bibliography on reading at BibSite received those studies of subscription that are focused on readers (such as Donald D. Eddy and J. D. Fleeman's 1993 "A Preliminary Handlist of Books to which Dr. Samuel Johnson Subscribed" or Elisabet Larriba's 1998 analysis of 8500 subscribers to 18 periodicals in Le Public de la presse en Espagne à la fin du XVIIIe siècle, 1781–1808). I have included biographical studies that stress authorship as a trade, but I have assumed biographies would not be overlooked, and there are too many biographies to include them all. Bibliographies of secondary literature are excluded unless reaching back to the author’s life. Critical studies not about the author as an author tend to be excluded, but I have included criticism especially attentive to the author’s personae and self-representations and to the author’s professional life. Studies of what authors read are placed in the bibliography on reading. The bibliography on engraving has much on William Blake that might have been listed here, and, while censorship pressures are treated here, the bibliography on censorship is more inclusive. Similarly, there is much relative to individual authors, including attribution studies, in my children’s literature and journalism files on BibSite. I have generally not included ODNB articles, assuming this to be an understudied resource-- these are often the product of the preeminent scholars (e.g., Paul Hammond of Dryden, H. T. Dickinson’s of Bolingbroke, Martin Battestin of Fielding, Melvyn New of Sterne). With a few exceptions, I have not referenced articles within the Dictionary of Literary Biography, DLB (note that some authors are surveyed by different scholars in multiple DLB volumes) nor articles in similar encyclopedias, but I have cited the volumes themselves, especially compilations on women writers world-wide. American dissertations (and a few others) are included, as are book reviews but sometimes with major journals’ titles abbreviated with the sigla employed by ABELL and MLAIB. In imprints, I've usually clipped mention of secondary publishers, such as "Cranbury, NJ: Associated U. Presses" from titles from Bucknell, Delaware, and other university presses now co-publishing with Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield.

The enumerator’s compulsion is to find and to add publications, but the longer the list, the more difficult to find what is sought in it, so I hope all the more that I have not included notes and articles without a focus on writers. (Readers should remember that they can search the PDF for terms like “Computers in the Humanities” or “Chatterton.”) But I would note parenthetically...
that there are voluminous 18C authors, who lived lives of letters, on whom nothing was published during 1985–2016—at least that was not listed in major bibliographies. Indeed, literary scholars can find much virginal territory awaiting their efforts, especially if they are willing to work on moral and religious male authors.

Besides favoring English-language studies, the bibliography is most inclusive for the years 1990–2014, in consequence of my compiling studies in those years for Section 1—"Printing and Bibliographical Studies"—of ECCB: Eighteenth-Century Current Bibliography. This list, now in May 2017 441 single-spaced pages long, is over three times as long as that last posted at BibSite in 2010, expanding not only forwards in time but backwards to 1985 and including some pre-1985 publications. It started as a checklist in The East-Central Intelligencer, n.s. 18, no. 2 (May 2004), 69-93 (now entitled The Eighteenth-Century Intelligencer).

Although I began writing the entries below back when one could only compile a bibliography within research libraries, using such serial resources as the annual bibliography in Revue d’histoire littéraire de la France (RHLF), recently I’ve relied heavily on the online resources like AbeBooks, Amazon, Brill-Online, Dialnet, JSTOR, Project Muse, Taylor & Frances Online, and other vendors of scholarly articles, OCLC’s Worldcat, the two premiere online bibliographies: MHRA’s Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature and the Modern Language Association’s International Bibliography, as well as the websites of scholars, journals, and presses. The most helpful tool compiled by an individual was Jack Lynch’s A Bibliography of Johnsonian Studies, 1986– (cited below). Among printed sources, my greatest debt for literature in English is to the review The Scriblerian (skimmed back to 1985), whose reviews are frequently cited below. I’m indebted to many serials that have included bibliographical surveys, such as Dieciocho, Eighteenth Century Current Bibliography (ECCB), Eighteenth-Century Scotland, The Library, Magyar Könyvszemle, and SHARP News, and to those journals posting “books received,” such as Eighteenth-Century Studies. Some open-access on-line journals have been helpful, especially the electronic quarterly L’Almanacco Bibliografico. A fuller account of my sources appears in a discussion of my BibSite bibliographies in “On Bibliographic Resources for 18th-Century Studies on BibSite and the Need for Bibliographical Control through Bibliographies” in Eighteenth-Century Intelligencer, n.s. 30, no. 1 (March 2016), 6-16 (posted with open access in the newsletter archive of East-Central / American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies, www.ec-asecs.org). My debts to others’ resources are more fully stated there, even if inadequately, but I also argue the comparative utility of these bibliographies on BibSite. Finally, I thank the Bibliographical Society of America for publishing my efforts, particularly BibSite Editor Donna A. C. Sy (Rare Book School), and I thank Ulrich Elkmann and Hermann J. Real for many corrections. I apologize to scholars for inaccuracies and for works overlooked.

James E. May
Jem4@psu.edu
Emeritus, Penn State University
6 May 2017

[Revised 5 April 2007; 8 March 2008; and 1 August 2010 with the assistance of Jeffrey Barton and Travis Gordon; revised 31 January 2017 with the assistance of Christina Geiger and Donna Sy.]
Abbattista, Guida (ed.). “L’enciclopedismo in Italia nel XVIII secolo.” Studi settecenteschi, 18 (1998), 1-488. [This annual volume focused on the encyclopedia in Italy includes Mario Infelise, “Enciclopedie e pubblico a Venezia a metà Settecento.” G. F. Pivati e i suoi dizionari” (161-90); Marcella Verga, “Isidoro Bianchi e le Notizie de’ Letterati” (249-65); Sergio Luzzatto, “La buona compagnia: Alessandro Zorzi e il progetto di una ‘Nuova Enciclopedia Italiana.’” (267-88); Piero Del Negro, “Due progetti enciclopedici nel Veneto del tardo Settecento: Dal patrizio Matteo Dandolo all’abate Giovanni Coi” (289-321); Clorinda Donato, “Fortunato Bartolomeo de Felice e l’edizione di Yverdon dell’Encyclopédie” (373-96).]


Adams, David J. “Formey continuateur de L’Encyclopédie.” Recherches sur Diderot et sur L’Encyclopédie, 13 (October 1992), 117-29. [On Johann Heinrich Samuel Formey, 1711-
1797, and the Dictionnaire instructif (1767), an abridgement by Formey known in but one copy.]


search as well as from secondary literature. Working his way author by author, the compiler has compiled along with print materials manuscript verse with first-lines, translations with originals, and marginalia, even noting locations for rare printings. The resulting work combines most of the goals of the ESTC and the Index of English Literary Manuscripts.


Alexander, Isabella. “The Legal Journey of Paterson’s Roads.” *Imago Mundi*, 67, no. 1 (2015), 12-32; illustrations. [The copyrights to a handy compendium known as “Paterson’s Roads” (*A New and Accurate Description of all the Direct and Principal Cross-Roads in Great Britain*) were sold by Daniel Paterson (1738-1825) to publisher Thomas Carnan in 1771; Carnell also paid Paterson (modestly) for revisions to four more editions over the next decade; then, when Carnan hired another to revise the work and Paterson produced a competing work with maps added for Carington Bowles, the legal battle, examined by Alexander, began.]

Alexander, James R. “Richardson and Copyright.” *Notes and Queries*, n.s. 59 [257] (2012), 219-24. [Focuses on a notation appearing in editions of “General Abridgment of Cases in Equity . . . Chancery Court” (1769, etc.) that refers to an “Injunction . . . granted in the Case of Richardson, Author of *Pamela*, against publishing and selling Part of that Book . . . and a perpetual Injunction was afterwards granted, on hearing the Merits, . . . by Lord Chan. *Hardwicke*, 6 May 1740.” Thus, two hearing are said to have occurred before the publication of *Pamela* itself (it was entered in the Stationers’ Company Register on 4 November 1740, two days before publication was announced.) Alexander notes that the piracy stopped cannot be John Kelly’s *Pamela’s Conduct in High Life*, published in 1741 (and later in a second edition), nor the serialized *Pamela in High Life* that Mary Kingman started publishing in October 1741. He suspect the faultily reported injunction was probably against Mary Kingman’s reprinting of *Pamela* itself in installments; Alexander cannot date this serial reprinting, existing in but one copy; however, it contains editorial changes in Richardson’s fourth edition published on 5 May 1741, and thus was presumably published in the summer of 1741. The scarcity of this reprinting suits the claim for legal action, but the date recorded for the injunction must be off in more than a digit if Richardson got the injunction yet Kingman completed the serial reprinting begun in May 1741 at the earliest.]


Alsop, J. D. "New Light on Richard Steele." British Library Journal, 25 (Spring 1999), 23-34. [With information relating to Steele's editing of the London Gazette and its support by the government; also with the discovery that Steele apparently had a brother John who died in Barbados in 1704.]


Amstutz, Delphine. “Comment penser l’amitié royale à l’âge baroque?” *Seventeenth-Century French Studies*, 34, no. 1 (July 2012), 26-37. [Probably relevant to patronage—in an issue on friendship, ed. by Katherine Ibbett and including Richard Parš’s “Pascal’s Useful Friends” (77-87).]


Ángel Lama, Miguel. “Nuevos datos sobre las ‘Observaciones’ de Juan Pablo Forner a la ‘Historia Universal [Sacro-Pronao]’ de Tomás Borrego.” Bulletin of Spanish Studies, 91, nos. 9-10 (November 2014), 51-79. [A study with new facts about Forner’s autograph manuscript notes once possessed by Maria Jiménez Salas and later incorporated into the
complete manuscript of the ‘Observaciones.’ This double number of the journal is a special issue entitle “‘El duce Moratin fue mi maestro’: Eighteenth-Century Studies in Homage to Philip Deacon,” edited and introduced by María Jesús García Garrosa and Gabriel Sánchez Espinosa.


Angremy, Annie. “Un Project d’édition des oeuvres de Diderot par Monsieur de Vandeul.” Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century, 254 (1988), 61-75. [In an issue with the focus “Editer Diderot.”]


Arduini, Franca, Clemente Mazzotta, and Gino Tellini (eds.). Vita di Vittorio Alfieri: Manoscritto Laurenziano Alfieri 24\textsuperscript{1-2}: Commentario. 3 volumes. Florence: Polistampa, 2003. Pp. 295; 181; xcv + 441; facsimile; transcription (edited by Mazzotta). [Volumes 1-2 contain a photographic facsimile of the manuscript; Volume 3 contains Tellini’s essay "Sull'autobiografia alfieriana (vii-lv); Arduini’s "Descrizione codicologica e bibliografica" (lvi-lx); and Mazzota’s "La tradizione della 'Vita scritta da esso' e il Laurenziano Alfieri 24^1-2^n (lxii-xxix) and transcription of the manuscript (1-441). Rev. by Angelo Fabrizi in Rassegna della Letteratura Italiana, ser. 9, 108 (2004), 229-30.]


Arenas Cruz, María Elena. “Las Cartas de Pedro Estala a Juan Pablo Forner (nueva edición crítica).” Cuadernos de Estudios del Siglo XVIII, 19 (2009), 89-142.


Freeman’s “‘A Dialogue’: Elizabeth Carter’s Passion for the Female Mind” (50-63); Isobel Grundy’s “Mary Seymour Montague: Anonymity and ‘Old Satyrical Codes’” (67-80); Anne K. Mellor’s “The Female Poet and the Poetess: Two Traditions of British Women’s Poetry, 1780-1830” (81-93); Mary Waldron’s “‘This Muse-born Wonder’: Ann Yearsley, Milk-Woman and Poet of Clifton” (113-26); Roger Sales’s “The Maid and the Minister’s Wife: Literary Philanthropy in Regency York” (127-41); Stuart Curran’s “Romantic Women Poets: Inscribing the Self” (145-66); and Kate Lilley’s “Homosocial Women: Marta Sansom, Constantia Grierson, Mary Leapor, and Georgic Verse” (167-83). Rev. by Kandi Tayebi in Eighteenth-Century Women, 3 (2003), 317-20.


Arnold, Werner. “Philologie als Leitwissenschaft: Der Briefwechsel zwischen Christian Gottlob Heyne (Göttingen) und Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (Wolfenbüttel).” Bibliothek und Wissenschaft, 41 (2008), 159-74. [In an issue with the focus “Forschungsbibliothek im Aufbruch.”]


"Éditorial" and "Manuscrits: Nouvelles copies: Traités non encore répertoriés." A second section contains revised papers from the "journée clandestine" of 1997: Guido Canziani's "Scepticisme et religion dans le Symbolum sapientiae" (173-87); Isabelle Laboulais-Lesage's "Coquebert de Montbret, un collectionneur de manuscrits clandestins?" (189-200); Gianluca Mori's "L'Examen de la religion au XVIIIe siècle" (201-28); Sabine Juratie's "Commerce et réseaux du livre clandestin à Paris au XVIIIe siècle" (229-42); Dominique Varry's "Le livre clandestin à Lyon au XVIIIe siècle" (243-52); Edoardo Tortarolo's "La censure à Berlin au XVIIIe siècle" (253-62); Françoise Weil's "Les Livres persécutés en France de 1720 à 1770" (263-69); François Moureau's "Du clandestin et de son bon usage au XVIIIe siècle" (271-83); and Artigas-Menant's "Conclusion: Mystères de l'interdit" (285-88). Rev. (favorably) by Lise Andries in Revue d'histoire littéraire de la France, 99 (1999), 1256; (briefly) by Diana Martinez-Raposo in Studi francesi, 44, no. 131 (2000), 387.]


“L’Edition clandestine dans la Toscane des réformes: Le Cas de Voltaire” (237-57); Danielle Muzerelle’s “Le Marquis de Paulmy et la littérature clandestine, à travers le catalogue raisonné de sa bibliothèque” (289-99); Michel Porret’s "Expertises typographico-légales et censure des imprimés au XVIIIe siècle: L’exemple genevois" (73-88); Françoise Weil’s "La Notion de clandestinité" (348-54), a round-table for which Geneviève Artigas-Menant provides a focus on "Les limites du corpus des manuscrits philosophiques clandestin" and a conclusion (345-47 and 397-98, respectively). Also included is a survey of recent "Séminaires et colloques" (145-58), another of newly discovered "Manuscrits," including many from Moscow compiled by Artigas-Menant and from Trois-Rivières, Quebec, by N. A. Boulanger (159-71), and a "Bibliographie" of primary and secondary works (101-43).]


Ashley, Leonard R. N. "An Anonymous Poem to Alexander Pope from South Carolina (1737)." South Carolina Review, 38 (2005), 1-20 [See the follow up article by Christi Conti in the same issue.]


Ashmore, Helen. “‘Do not, my love, burn your papers’: Samuel Johnson and Frances Reynolds: A New Document.” Age of Johnson, 10 (1999), 165-94.


Ayling, Stanley E. _A Portrait of Sheridan_. London: Constable & Robinson, 1985. Pp. 218; illus. [Ayling was a professional biographer, with biographies of George III and John Wesley.]


bibliographies (403-14, 467-98); index. [Rev. with another book] by Elizabeth Kraft in 
Scriblerian, 40, nos. 1-2 (Fall 2007-Spring 2008), 120-22; by Leya Landau in TLS 
(18 May 2007); by Louise H. Marshall in MLR, 103 (2008), 191-92; by Paula McDowell in 
Tulsa Studies in Women’s Literature, 29, no. 1 (2010), 137-38; (favorably) by Ellen 
Moody in Eighteenth-Century Intelligencer, n.s. 20, no. 3 (September 2006), 39-42; (with 
another book) by Betty A. Schellenberg in Eighteenth-Century Studies, 40, no. 1 (2006), 
132-35; by Emily Smith in Eighteenth-Century Book Reviews Online (EBRO).]

Backscheider, Paula. Elizabeth Rowe and the Development of the Novel. Baltimore: Johns 
Scriblerian, 48, no. 2-49, no. 1 (2016), 159-61; by Lori David Perry in Eighteenth-
Century Fiction, 28, no. 1 (Fall 2015), 192-94; by Dustin D. Steward in Digital Defoe, 6, 
no. 1 (Fall 2014); unpaginated; open-access e-journal at 
www.english.illinoisstate.edu/digitaldefoe/notes/mueller.html.]

Backscheider, Paula R. “Elizabeth Singer Rowe: Lifestyle as Legacy.” Pp. 41-65 of 
New Contexts for Eighteenth-Century Fiction: “Hearts Resolved and Hands Prepared”: Essays in 
Honor of Jerry C. Beasley. Edited by Christopher D. Johnson. Newark: U. of Delaware 

Backscheider, Paula R. “Frances Brooke: Becoming a Playwright.” Women’s Writing, 23 (2016), 
325-38.

punishment for The Shortest Way with the Dissenters, employing new documents relating 
to the ministry’s role. Rev. (fav., with a correction) in Scriblerian, 22, no. 21 (Autumn 
1989), 7-8.]

by Ira B. Nadel in Biography, 23 (2000), 762-67.]

Backscheider, Paula R. (ed.). Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Dramatists. 3 vols. [=First, 
Second, and Third “Series”]. (Dictionary of Literary Biography, 80, 84, 89.) Detroit: 
Gale, 1989. Pp. xvi + 391; xix + 389; xxi + 327; bibliographies (including cumulative for 
DLB at the end of #89); illus. [With diverse contributors, including some distinguished, 
such as, in DLB #89, Richard Bevis on Goldsmith (148-71), Susan Staves on Elizabeth 
Griffith (172-80), Richard B. Schwartz on Charles Macklin (249-64), and Frederick Link 
on John O’Keeffe (281-97). Rev. (of Vol. 1) by Jean Hamard in Études anglaises, 44 
(1991), 343; (of Vol. 1) by Richard C. Taylor in South Atlantic Review, 55 (1990), 141-43; 
(of Vol. 1) by Calhoun Winton in ECCB, n.s. 15: for 1989 (1996), 183-84; (vols. 1-2) 
by Richard Dammers in Scriblerian, 23.2 (Spring 1991), 261-63.]

Backscheider, Paula (ed.). Revising Women: Eighteenth-Century Women’s Fiction and Social 
reservations)by Elizabeth W. Harries in Scriblerian, 34, nos. 1-2 (Autumn 2001-Spring 
2002), 89-90; by Eleanor Ty in Eighteenth-Century Fiction, 13, no. 4 (July 2001), 617-
19.]

[With guidance on his Scottish agency. Rev. (fav.) in Scriblerian, 22, no. 21 (Autumn 
1989), 8.]


Bailes, Melissa. “‘The Evolution of the Plagiarist: Natural History in Anna Seward’s *Order of Poetics.*’ *Eighteenth-Century Life*, 33, no. 3 (Fall 2009), 105-26.


Baker, William.  
Baker, John H. (comp.).  
Baker, Jennifer Jordan. “Benjamin Franklin’s Autobiography and the Credibility of Personality.”
Baker, Alvin L. “A Vindication of Creech’s Horace and of Dryden’s Good Name.”
Baker, Alvin L. “Investigating the Rumors and the Caus-


Bains, Jagmohan. “L’Attribution des Difficultés sur la religion à Robert Challe.”  


Baker, Alvin L. “Investigating the Rumors and the Causes of Thomas Creech’s Suicide.”  Notes and Queries, n.s. 56 (2009), 239-43.

Baker, Alvin L. “A Vindication of Creech’s Horace and of Dryden’s Good Name.”  Notes and Queries, n.s. 55 (2008), 303-05.  [Re: Thomas Brown’s charge in 1690 that Dryden hoped Creech’s 1684 Horace would fail was a lie.]
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Century Intelligencer, 22, no. 2 (May 2008), 43-46; by M. G. Vanderslois in Style, 43 (2009), 254-56.

Baldassarri, Guido, Matteo Motolese, Paolo Procaccioli, and Emilio Russo (eds.). “Di mano propria”: Gli autografi dei letterati italiani: Atti del Convegno internazionale di Forlì, 22-24 novembre 2008, in collaborazione con il Dipartimento di Italianistica dell’Università di Padova. (Pubblicazioni del Centro Pio Rajna, 18.) Rome: Salerno Editrice, 2010. Pp. 788; 72 illustrations. [A few of the essays involve our period, such as Paola di Pietro’s “Autografi dei corrispondenti di Lodovico Antonio Muratori: Problemi di identificazione” (677-81). And some of these concern the holdings of collections, such as Renzo Cremante’s “Il fondo manoscritti dell’Università di Pavia” (667-75), and Luca Martinoli’s “Gli autografi nella Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Roma: Identificazione, conservazione e recerca” (713-23). Rev. (fav.) by Maria Grazia Bianchi in L’Almanacco bibliografico, no. 19 (September 2011), 8-9.]


chronology; index. [Includes Ballaster’s introduction and “Critical Review” (1-16, 235-51); Karen O’Brien’s “Woman’s Place” (19-39); Melanie Bigold’s “Letters and Learning” (173-86); Jill Campbell’s “The Scriblerian Project” (96-112); Kathryn R. King’s “Scribal and Print Publication” (127-44); Jane Spencer’s “Drama” (145-55); Shawn Lisa Maurer’s “The Periodical” (156-72); Kate Williams’s “Women Writers and the Rise of the Novel” (113-25); as well as chapters with more thematic focuses, such as “The Country and The City” by Christine Gerrard and “Erotic Love” by Toni Bowers. Rev. by Isobel Grundy in *Scriblerian*, 48, no. 2-49, no. 1 (2016), 151-54.]

Ballaster, Ros, Laura McLean, Matthew Risling, Jennifer Currin, Betty A. Schellenberg, and Cheryl Nixon. “Orlando: Women’s Writing in the British Isles from the Beginning to the Present.” *Eighteenth-Century Fiction*, 22 (2009/2010), 371-79. [Review of Cambridge University Press’s subscription database on 1200+ writers, Susan Brown, Project Director, late 2006-. Orlando’s co-editors with Brown have been Patricia Clements and Isobel Grundy and its production team has includes Blair Nonecke, Stan Ruecker, and Claire Warwick.]


Bannet, Eve Tavor. "'Secret History': or, Talebearing Inside and Outside the Secretorie." *Huntington Library Quarterly*, 68 (2005), 375-96. [On the vogue for secret histories 1690-1714, both the ostensibly "true" and the fiction, as well as on the development and recognition by audiences of generic rules.]


Barnard, Teresa (ed.). British Women in the Intellectual World in the Long Eighteenth-Century. Farnham: Ashgate, 2015; New York: Routledge, 2016. Pp. xx + 194; bibliography; chronology; index. [After the introduction, “Nature’s School” by Barnard and Ruth Watts (1-12) come nine essays, at least three or four are relevant to authorship: Daniel J. R. Grey, “‘To bring the useful invention into fashion in England’: Mary Wortley Montagu as Medical Expert” (15-32); Susan Chaplin, “Anxiety, Authorship, Authority: The Maternal Feminine and the Divine in Hannah More’s Sacred Dramas” (71-86); Laura Mayer, “A Longing to enjoy my liberty’: The Patronage, Writings, and Picturesque Tours of Elizabeth Percy, 1st Duchess of Northumberland” (129-42); and Louise Duckling, “‘Coming out of the Closet and Competing with John Anybody’: The Bold World of Joanne Baillie” (143-56). Other authors treated include Anna L. Barbauld, Elizabeth Inchbald, Harriet Lee, and Mary Wollstonecraft.]


Barnett, Lydia. “Strategies of Toleration: Talking across Confessions in the Alpine Republic of


Bastian, F. “Defoe in France in 1725?” Notes and Queries, n.s. 33 (1986), 491-95. [Building on an anonymous correspondent to Applebee’s Journal, 24 April 1725, who claims to have been in France. Rev. (with reservation) in *Scriblerian*, 20, no. 1 (Autumn 1987), 11.]
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Battestin, Martin C. “Fielding’s Contribution to
Dr. Johnson’s Letters to Lady Mary Wortley Montagu.”

Battestin, Martin C. “Dating Fielding’s Letters to Lady Mary Wortley Montagu.”

Battestin, Martin C. “The Cusum Method: Escaping the Bog of Subjectivism.”

Batt, Jennifer. “Stephen Duck, Hoby Stanley and Sarah Stanley (Née Sloane).”


Batt, Jennifer. “I know not who was the Author?”: Disputed Authorship in the Digital Miscellanies Index.”

Batt, Jennifer. “From the Field to the Coffeehouse: Changing Representations of Stephen Duck.”

Batt, Jennifer. From the Field to the Coffeehouse: Changing Representations of Stephen Duck.


Batt, Jennifer. “From the Field to the Coffeehouse: Changing Representations of Stephen Duck.” Criticism, 47 (2005), 451-70. [In an issue with a special section on laboring-class poets, including an appreciative examination of Duck’s The Thresher’s Labour by Steve Van-Hagen (421-50). Batt’s and Van-Hagen’s essays are reviewed in Scriblerian, 44, no. 1 (Autumn 2011), 8-9.]

Batt, Jennifer. “‘I know not who was the Author?’: Disputed Authorship in the Digital Miscellanies Index.” Eighteenth-Century Life, 41, no. 1 (January 2017), 142-57. [In a special issue “Poetry and Popularity in Eighteenth-Century Poetic Miscellanies: New Findings from the Digital Miscellanies Index,” edited with an introduction by Abigail Williams and Jennifer Batts.


Batt, Jennifer. “Stephen Duck, Hoby Stanley and Sarah Stanley (Née Sloane).” Notes and Queries, n.s. 59 (2012), 216-19. [On two important early patrons of Stephen Duck, Sarah Stanley, daughter of Sir Hans Sloane and wife of George Stanley (married 1719), and Sarah’s stepsister Philippa Rose’s husband Hoby Stanley (brother of George); the Stanley’s were the important landowner in Wiltshire near Duck’s hamlet of Charlton St. Peter.]


another book) by Brian McCrea in Scriblerian, 36, no. 1 (Autumn 2003), 42-44; by Shaun Regan in Notes and Queries, n.s. 50 (2003), 126-28.]


Battigelli, Anna. “Dryden and Oldham ‘Near Ally’d.’” Notes and Queries, n.s. 35 (1988), 174-75. [Astrological significance to Dryden of his sharing the birthdate 9 August with John Oldham.]


Bayer, Gerd. “A Possible Early Publication by Mary Davys and its Swiftian Afterglow.” Notes
and Queries, n.s. 59 [257] (2012), 194-96. [Bayer suggests a short narrative fiction in the October 1693 issue of Peter Motteux’s The Gentleman’s Journal could be Davys’ first published work and shed some light on her mysterious early life. He notes parallels between fiction and Davys’s life and also suggests that Swift relations with the precocious young woman (with whom he corresponded) should be rethought.]


Beasley, Faith E. Salons, History, and the Creation of Seventeenth-Century France: Mastering Memory. Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006. Pp. xii + 345. [Argues the importance of the salons, and women writers and critics in them, on literature. In addition, Beasley argues that literary history, defining seventeenth-century salons in the image of those of the eighteenth, has minimized these women’s impact on literature. Rev. by Julia Prest in French Studies, 61 (2007), 221-22.]


Beaulieu, Jean-Phillipe (ed.). D'une écriture à l'autre: Les femmes et la traduction sous l'ancien


Becker-Cantarino, Barbara. “‘Gender Censorship’: On Literary Production in German Romanticism.” Women in German Yearbook, 11 (1995), 81-97. [Fichte, Goethe on other men set up conventions based on male norms that restricted women’s success, or their being recognized as successful.]


Behrendt, Stephen C. “There is no second crop of summer flowers’: Mary Leadbeater and Melesina Trench in Correspondence.” Forum for Modern Language Studies, 52, no. 2 (April 2016), 130-43.
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[Note: Bentley’s writings and Blake’s career are covered more extensively in my BibSite bibliography on engraving.]
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Spielman, David Wallace. “Sir Robert Howard, John Dryden, and the Attribution of The Indian Queen.” *Library*, 7th series, 9 (2008), 334-48. [Examines the shift of attribution for this play from Sir Robert Howard to Dryden, and offers good evidence for removing it from Dryden’s corpus (such as Dryden’s failure to own it or admit to partially authoring it) prefatory remarks to *King Arthur* (1691). Rev. (fav.) in *Scriblerian*, 43, no. 2 (Spring 2011), 166-67.]


Starner, Jane Wright, and Barbara Howard Traister (eds.). *Anonymity in Early Modern England: “What’s in a Name?”* Farnham: Ashgate, 2011; rept. New York: Routledge, 2016. Pp. 200; bibliography; index. [Includes essays on Renaissance books and authors, such as Woodstock and Shakespeare, but also includes Mark Robson, “The Ethics of Anonymity” (159-75)].

Starr, G. A. (ed.). *Christianity Not As Old as the Creation: The Last of Defoe’s Performances.* London: Pickering & Chatto, 2012. Pp. lxiv + 88. [Rev. (very favorably) by Geoffrey Sill in *Scriblerian*, 46, no. 1 (Autumn 2013), 45-46. Sill finds that the introduction and annotations to this edition of a 1730 anonymous critique of Deism and response to Matthew Tindall’s *Christianity as Old as Creation* “conclusively proves Defoe’s authorship of the book.” Starr does so by identifying “two score phrases and points of doctrine in this work that closely or exactly replicate tropes used by Defoe multiple times in previous works. The result is an excellent model for any future attribution studies.” Also favorably reviewed by Maximilian E. Novak in *Digital Defoe*, 7 (2015), 146-48.]
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Stern, Simon. “From Author’s Rights to Property Rights.” *University of Toronto Law Journal*, 62, no. 1 (winter 2012), 29-91. [Stresses the significance of the largely overlooked consideration, noted during discussion as far back as the 1710 copy-right act, of the “author’s dignitary rights.”]
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---
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Stevens, Laura M. “Civility and Skepticism in the Woolston-Sherlock Debate over Miracles.” *Eighteenth-Century Life*, 21, no. 3 (November 1997), 57-70.

Stevens, Laura M (ed.). “Revisiting Female Authorship in the Long Eighteenth Century.” *Tulsa Studies in Women’s Literature*, 27 (2008), 7-91. [Stevens adds an intro. to her so-titled special section.]


Stewart, Althea. “From Iconoclasts to Gentle Persuaders: Plain Dress, Verbal Dissent and Narrative Voice in Some Early Modern Quaker Women’s Writing.” *Women’s Writing*, 17, no. 1 (May 2010), 111-28. [Defines a shift from proselytizing authors, like Esther Biddle, Dorothy Wright, and Katharine Evans, to those with “an inward approach,” like Mary Pennington and Elizabeth Webb.]


Stewart, Mary Margaret. “Fielding and Foote, Once More.” *Notes and Queries*, n.s. 32 (1985), 218-19. [Adds to the account of this 1748 quarrel notices in the *Daily Advertiser* of April 23, 29, 30.]

Stewart, Mary Margaret. "William Collins and David Mallet’s Will.” *Notes and Queries*, n.s. 30


Stoddard, Roger E.  “Oh, Mr. Jefferson—After All These Years, Why Do We Know So Little about the Books of Your Time?” *Printing History*, 18, no. 1 [no. 35] (1997), 3-8. [Touching on diverse topics, including attribution, copyright, binding, and printing.]


Stöver-Leidig, Helgard. “Thomas Tickell’s ‘De Poesi Didactica’ (1711): An Old-Spelling Critical Edition of the Unpublished Holograph with a Historical Introduction and Commentary.” *Swift Studies*, 25 (2010), 82-147; illus.; transcription. [The draft of a lecture that Tickell, a friend of Joseph Trapp’s and a fellow at Queen’s College since 1710, presented after replacing Trapp temporarily as Professor of Poetry. It is dated only “Term Pasch. 1711” (Easter term). Stöver-Leidig thinks the topic, subjects for didactic poetry (such as hunting), may well have been recommended by Trapp. The holograph draft (apparently an autograph) exists in a quarto copybook in the private possession of Tickell’s family. The editor offers a thorough introduction, describing the manuscript, and provides an annotated transcript of the Latin text.]


Straub, Kristina. “‘The Newspaper ‘Trial’ of Charles Macklin’s Macbeth and the Theatre as Juridical Public Sphere.” Eighteenth-Century Fiction, 27, nos. 3-4 (Spring-Summer 2015), 395-418.


Stubbs, Naomi. “The Final Revisions of David Garrick’s First Play.” Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 103 (2009), 515-32; with three appendices: “First Identification Table”; “1777 Manuscript Reference Table”; and “A Transcription of the Scene of Jack Hatchway.”


Stumpp, David. “Binding Stories and HypPamphlets.” Christ Church Library Newsletter, 8, nos.
1-3 (2011-2012), 20-21; illustration. Open-access on-line newsletter posted on WWW at http://www.chch.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/lib-newsletter-2011-12.pdf. [The “Hyp” pamphlet collection are those donations by Quaker author Francis Bugg and by Lewis Atterbury, older brother of Bishop Francis Atterbury. The article illustrates Lewis Atterbury’s derogatory comments on Alexander Pope and John Dennis on the title-page of Dennis’s Remarks on Mr. Pope’s Translation of Homer (E. Curll, 1717): “...a pair of Snuffers which snip at others filth; but retain it them selves.”]


Suarez, Michael F., S.J. "Making History: William Temple and the Politics of Publishing." *The Book Collector*, 42 (1993), 213-28. [On Sir William Temple's plans for a "General History of England" as revealed by similar letters of proposal from his secretary Thomas Swift to the printer John Dunton (November 9, 1694) and Richard Bentley (February 24, 1695), with transcriptions of those original manuscripts, now in the Osborn Collection; also, with a transcription of John Duncombe's 1772 commentary on the letter and an account of how the letter to Bentley probably passed from John Hughes, working on Bentley's history, to his Hughes' sister Elizabeth and then to her husband William Duncombe and their son John, who published it in 1772. Rev. in *Scriblerian*, 27 no. 1 (Autumn 1994), 45-46. Suarez’s essay is at least largely reproduced in the *Yale University Library Gazette* also in 1993.]


Suarez, Michael F. "Uncertain Proofs: Alexander Pope, Lewis Theobald, and Questions of Patronage." *Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America*, 96 (2002), 404-34. [Pope's patronage of Theobald as context for the virulence of his later abuse; with some remarks on Pope's and Theobald's subscription efforts and the latter's reliance on patronage.]


Sullivan, Constance A. “Las escritoras del siglo XVIII.” Pp. 305-30 in *Breve historia feminista de la literatura Española (en lengua castellana): La literatura escrita por mujer: Desde la
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Sutton, David C. (general ed.). Location Register of English Literary Manuscripts and Letters: Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries. 2 vols. London: British Library, 1995. Pp. xi + 1041; directory of archives and libraries. [Alphabetically organized (mixing eighteenth- and nineteenth-century writers; Vol. 1: A-J; Vol. e: K-Z); listing literary manuscripts in the author’s or another’s hand, then letters by the author and then letters to the author (often with indication if the letter is an autograph). Thereafter entries provide the archive or library possessing the document (documents recorded are accessibly within the public domain) and its shelf number. The register is focused on manuscripts in the British Isles, but some manuscripts owned overseas are noted, usually in entries listing microfilm copies held in the British Isles (for instance, we are given the microfiche number for a manuscript of a play by Edward Young held at the Huntington). The second volume concludes with a seven-page list of addresses of depositories for manuscripts listed in both volumes. The historical introduction by Sutton notes the project was "the culmination of over twenty, and even thirty, years' devotion to the cause of literary manuscripts," involving regional teams of compilers, mostly librarians, with a seminal role taken by James Edward, University of Reading Archivist, and with important support from the Strachey Trust. The Location Register is a very important tool, in part because its compilers went beyond the major research libraries and public record offices to out-of-the-way collections such as the Royal Institution of Cornwall or the Newport Central Library. Rev. (fav.) by John Feather in Scriblerian, 29, no. 2 - 30, no. 1 (1997), 223-24.]
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Taylor, E. Derek. “Mary Astell’s Work Toward a New Edition of *A Serious Proposal to the Ladies, Part II*.” *Studies in Bibliography*, 57 (2005-2006 [2008]), 197-232; illus.; appendix with variant readings between original and newly discovered manuscript revision—presumably for a second, revised edition (located by Taylor at the Northampton Record Office). [Rev. by Ruth Perry in *Scriblerian*, 42.2-43.1 (Spring and Autumn 2010), 5-6.]


Teague, Frances. "The Identity of Bathsua Makin." *Biography*, 16 (1993), 1-17. [Includes much new information, such as that Makin’s maiden name was Reginald.]


Terán Elizondo, María Isabel (ed.). “*La heroína mexicana*: Una novela novohispana. Escrita por una mujer?” *Dieciocho, 35* (2012), 415-21. [Argues the attribution to a woman for an early 19C Mexican narrative formerly attributed to its editor, Francisco de Paulo Urbizu. Terán Elizondo edited the novel for publication (Mexico: Editorial Terracota, 2008.).]


Terry, Richard, and Helen Williams. “Christopher Smart and Lord Crewe Trust: New Letter and Details.” *Notes and Queries*, n.s. 60 (2013), 97-100.


Terzoli, Maria Antonietta (ed.). *I margini del libro: Indagine teorica e storica sui testi di dedica*. (Atti del Convegno Internazionale di Studi, Basillea, 21-23 November 2002.) Rome: Antenore, 2004. Pp. xiv + 422 + 15 colored illustrations between 398/399; indices. [Includes essays surveying the form from the Middle Ages on, including John Lindon's "Dediche monteverdiane" (205-20); Daniela Goldin Folena's "Le dediche dei libretti d'opera" (221-37); Paolo Rambelli's "Autori e lettori nel secondo Settecento: Il caso di Antonio Piazza (239-62); Maria Antonietta Terzoli's "Dediche alfieriane" (263-89); Sara Garau's "Dedicatorie dell'Italia napoleonica (1796-1814)." Rev. by Angelo Fabrizi in *Rassegna della Letteratura Italiana, 108* (2004), 568-78.]

Tesauro, Emanuele. *Vocabulario italiano: Testo inedito*. Edited by Marco Maggi. Florence:


Thame, David. "Jane West as Political Pamphleteer: A New Attribution." Notes and Queries, n.s. 50 [248] (2003), 280-81. [A letter from West to Bishop Thomas Percy "confirms that in 1803 she wrote a 46-page pamphlet titled A Friendly Address to the Labouring Part of the Community, published with her A Few Words to the Friends of the Poor (1803)."]


and opposes certain assumptions found in Roger Lonsdale’s edition *Eighteenth-Century Women Poets* and other discussions.
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Todd, Janet, and Virginia Crompton. "Rebellious Antidote: A New Attribution to Aphra Behn." Notes and Queries, n.s. 38 [236] (1991), 175-77. [Reprints and attributes to Behn the 1685 broadside dialogue poem "Rebellions Antidote," where "A.B." is the author of lines on tea in a "Dialogue between Coffee and Tea."]


Tortarolo, Edoardo (ed.). *L’invenzione d ella libertà di stampa: Censura e scrittori nel Settecento*. (Frecce, 102.) Rome: Carocci, 2011. Pp. 223. [On the evolution of censorship and the struggle against it through the late 1700s, examining the writings of major European authors, such as Hobbes, Spinoza, Bayle, Milton, Hume, Montesquieu, Condorcet, and Filangeri. Rev. (briefly) by Rudj Gorian in *L’Almanacco bibliografico*, no. 22 (June 2012), 39.]


Tosin, Luca. “‘Li stampatori sono buggiardi al paro de sartori’, ovvero: Il difficile rapporto tra scrittori e tipografi del XVII secolo.” *Seicento & Settecento*, 5 (2010), 57-72. [Squabbles and distrust between authors and printers.]

Tosin, Luca. “Su alcune problematiche riguardanti la stampa dei libri in Italia nel XVII secolo.” *Misinta*, no. 39 (December 2012), 37-54. [Treats problems involving authors and publishers/printers.]


to miracles, with an account of nature of and motive for contemporary misinformation. Rev. (fav.) in Scriblerian, 24, no. 2 (Spring 1992), 166-67.


Trolander, Paul, and Zeynep Tenger. Social Criticism in England, 1625-1725. Newark: U. of Delaware Press, 2007. Pp. 233. [On the circulation of manuscript texts within one’s community for criticism (not on the criticism of society). The authors identify two main purposes, to gather correction and amendment and to gain assurance of critical merit. The circulation of manuscripts in Katherine Philips’s circle is examined (works by George Villers, John Dryden, and John Dennis are also discussed). Contrast is drawn with the public critical mode that Joseph Addison’s critical essays in The Spectator helped to establish as the more dominant critical mode. Rev. by (fav.) Shawn Lisa Maurer in Scriblerian, 42, no. 1 (Autumn 2009 [2010]), 82-83; (fav.) by Mary Waters in Eighteenth-Century Studies, 41 (2008), 593-95.]


Tsimbidy, Martin. “S’imposer sans s’exposer: L’’Anonymat transparent’ dans les mazarinades retziennes.” Littératures Classiques, 80 (2013), 153-65. [In an issue on anonymous literature. On those mazarinades by Jean-François Paul de Gondi, Cardinal de Retz, d. 1679.]


Tucker, Bernard. "‘Our Chief Poetess: Mary Barber and Swift’s Circle.” Eighteenth-Century Ireland, 7 (1992), 43-56. [Review of Barber’s career as a poet (her Poems on Several Occasions appeared in 1734), with some attention to relations with Swift. Rev. in
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Tucker, Bernard. "’Our Chief Poetess’: Mary Barber and Swift’s Circle Author(s).” Canadian Journal of Irish Studies, 19, no. 2 (December 1993), 31-44. [Is this the same as the preceding essay?]


Tunstall, Kate E. “Pseudonyms, Ghosts, and Vampires in the Republic of Letters: Adrien Baillet’s Auteurs déguisés (1690).” Romance Studies, 31, nos. 3-4 (November 2013), 200-11. [Baillet (1646-1706). In a special section entitled “Naming, Unnaming, and Renaming.”]

Tunstall, Kate E. “’You’re either anonymous or you’re not’: Variations on Anonymity in Modern and Early Modern Culture.” MLN, 126 (2011), 671-88; summary [935]. [In a special section on “Anonymity.”]


Turnbull, Gordon. “Boswell’s Dictionary of the Scots Language.” Johnsonian News Letter, 62, no. 2 (September 2011), 37-42. [On Boswell’s manuscript for this unpublished project, which Susan Rennie is editing for publication. Rennie discusses the project herself in a note within Eighteenth-Century Scotland (25 [2011], 3).]


obscene.]


Urzainqui, Inmaculada, and Rodrigo Olay Valdés (eds.). Con la razón y la experiencia: Feijoo 250 años después. Oviedo: Instituto Feijoo, Universidad de Oviedo, 2016. Pp. c. 642. [The collection includes Pedro Álvarez de Miranda, “Los paratextos de las obras de Feijoo” (331-50); Joaquín Álvarez Barriento, “Para la historia de una amistad: Feijoo (1676-1764) y Sarmiento (1695-1772)” (489-508); Inmaculada Arias de Saavedra Alias, “Feijoo en las bibliotecas privadas españolas del siglo XVIII” (351-78); Juan Carlos Busto Cortina, “Tres poetas en el entorno de Feijoo: Bernaldo de Quiroés, Martín Sarmiento y Lavandero Reyero” (379-416); José Checo Beltrán, “Apuntes sobre la recepción de Feijoo en Francia” (417-30); José Luis Pérez de Castro, “Dos cartas inéditas del padre Feijoo a don Pedro Peón (julio de 1739)” (519-32); José Luis Gómez Urdáñez, “Feijoo, Políticos” (151-82); Eduardo San José Vázquez, “Corresponsales peruanos de Feijoo” (533-48); Gabriel Sánchez Espinosa, “La obra de Feijoo en el mercadeo del libro británico del siglo XVIII” (465-86); and Lioba Simon Schuhmacher, “Oficiosa, jocosa y perniciosa: La mentira y sus implicaciones según Feijoo, Swift y Johnson” (231-41).]


Van den Berg, Jan. “'Morgan and Mandevil could prate no more': Pope’s *Dunciad* II.414.” *Notes and Queries*, n.s., 57 (2010), 78-79. [On the attack on the deist Thomas Morgan (d. 1743) in Warburton’s notes to 1751 edition.]

Van den Berg, Jan. “Thomas Morgan and Alberto Radicati di Passerano, a Non-Existing Relationship.” *Notes and Queries*, n.s., 55 (2008), 326-28. [The English translator of Radicati’s *Philosophical Dissertation upon Death* (1735) was Joseph Morgan (arrested after publication), not Thomas Morgan, as was erroneously noted in 1745 and has since been repeated.]


Van Hensbergen, Claudine. “‘Why I write them, I can give no Account’: Aphra Behn and *Love Letters to a Gentleman*. “Eighteenth-Century Life, 35, no. 1 (2011), 65-82. [Contemplating literary as well as biographical problems arising from letters ostensibly by Behn that exist solely in print.]


Van Strien, Kees. “Henry Fielding in Holland.” *English Studies*, 85 (2004), 405-16. [Fielding was a student at Leiden for only four months (in 1728), less than biographers have thought.]
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227-31; in *Scriblerian*, 33, no. 2 (Spring 2001), 188-90, noting that the world used to contextualize authors is not particularly commercial and material.]


Vermillion, Mary. “Buried Heroism: Critiques of Female Authorship in Southerne’s Adaptation
of Behn’s *Oroonoko.*” *Restoration*, 16, no. 1 (spring 1992), 28-37. [Rev. in *Scriblerian*, 25, no. 2 (Spring 1993), 154-55.]


Viardot, Jean. "L'envoi d'auteur, dédicace d'exemplaire." *Bulletin du bibliophile* (2002), 326-54; summary in English [354]. [These reflections on the evolving use of dedicatory and gift statements finds the dedication, which creates an equal bond between author and dedicatee, uncommon until the Romantic period.]


Viscomi, Joseph. “The Myth of Commissioned Illuminated Books: George Romney, Isaac D’Israeli, and ‘One Hundred and Sixty Designs . . . of Blake’s.’” *Blake: An Illustrated Quarterly*, 23 (1988), 48-74. [Treats Blake’s production methods and the manner in which designs were acquired, as by D’Israeli.]


Vogelley, Nancy (ed. and transl.). “Two Arguments for the Spanish Authorship of *Gil Blas.*” (Little Known Documents series.) *PMLA*, 125, no. 2 (2010), 454-66.
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Wade, Mara R. “Invisible Bibliographies: Three Seventeenth-Century German Women Writers.” Women in German Yearbook, 14 (1999), 41-69. [In stressing the need for more bibliographical work, Wade looks at Sophie Eleonore Landravine of Hessen, Marie Elisabeth Duchess of Schleswig Holstein, and Magdalena Sibylle of Saxony.]
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of the Critical Review (as noted above, she will add more again in this journal during 2012). Rev. (with some skepticism regarding the evidence) in Scriblerian, 45, no. 2 (Spring 2013), 205-06.)


Wal, Marijke van der, and Gijsbert Rutten (eds). Touching the Past: Studies in the Historical Sociolinguistics of Ego-Documents. Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 2013. Pp. viii + 280; index. [It includes the editors’ preface and their essays “Ego-Documents in a Historical Sociolinguistic Perspective” (1-18) and their “Epistolary Formulae and Writing Experience in Dutch Letters from the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries” (45-65). Also included are France Martineau’s “Written Documents: What They Tell Us of Linguistic Usage” (129-48); Peter Burke’s “The Rhetoric of Autobiography in the Seventeenth Century” (149-64); and Anni Sairio’s “Cordials and Sharp Satyrs: Stance and Self-Fashioning in Eighteenth-Century Letters” (183-200).]


Waldron, Mary. “Ann Yearsley and the Clifton Records.” Age of Johnson, 3 (1990), 301-29.


Wallis, Peter John and [completed and edited by] Ruth Wallis. Book Subscription Lists: Extended Supplement to the Revised Guide. Newcastle upon Tyne, U.K.: Harold Hill & Son for the Book Subscriptions List Project and the Project for Historical Bibliography, 1996. Pp. 120; ix + 73; illus. [Ruth Wallis's Supplement expands the guide forward to 1850 and draws upon the resources of the ESTC. Rev. (fav.) by Frank Robinson in Quadrat, no. 3 (1996), 23-26.]


Walsh, Marcus. “The Uses of Literary Evidence: Christopher Smart’s ‘Knowledge’ of Hebrew.” *English Studies* [The Netherlands], 74 (1990), 353-60.

Walton, James. “On the Attribution of ‘Mrs. Veal.’” *Notes and Queries*, n.s. 54 (2007), 60-62. [Argues Defoe’s notions about ghosts are not so at odds with those in this work to discount his authorship.]

Walton, James. “Thomas Tickell as Irish Secretary: Three Unpublished Letters.” *The Scriblerian*, 22, no. 2 (Spring 1990), 121-24. [One opposes Tickell’s efforts to have his older brother hired as a clerk in the Dublin Castle and one, resulting from that, is from Henry Legge, the chief secretary Tickell served under to him regarding the brother’s appointment; and a third is from Tickell to Legge complaining of objections to his franking letters. All are dated 1739 and show the position as undersecretary had, for the minor poet and friend of Addison, become humiliatingly odious.]
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Warren, Andrew. “‘Designing and Undrawing Veils’: Anxiety and Authorship in Radcliffe’s The Italian.” Eighteenth Century: Theory and Interpretation, 54, no. 4 (2013), 521-44. [Examines “several allegories of authorship at play in the novel.”]


Weber, Harold. Memory, Print, and Gender in England, 1653-1759. Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008. Pp. x + 262. [“This book examines four seventeenth- and eighteenth-century writers [Margaret Cavendish, Milton, Pope, and Richardson] concerned with the ways in which the commercial print trade was transforming traditional models of literary authority.” The focus is on one major work by each author, as Cavendish’s Poems and Fancies. Rev. by John Dussinger in Scriblerian, 42, no. 1 (Autumn 2009), 54-55, who notes that “Weber depicts these authors coping with the ephemeral marketplace of print while seeking a permanent place in literary history.”]


Weckel, Ulrike. “A Lost Paradise of a Female Culture? Some Critical Questions Regarding the Scholarship on Late Eighteenth- and Early Nineteenth-Century German Salons.” German
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Weinbrot, Howard D. “Censoring Johnson in France: Johnson and Suard on Voltaire: A New
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Weinbrot, Howard D. “Samuel Johnson and Nahum Tate: Adaptation or Analogue?” *Notes and Queries*, n.s. 32, no. 2 (1985), 221-22.


Weinrab, Ruth Plaut. "Madame d'Epinay's Contributions to the *Correspondance littéraire.*" *Studies in Eighteenth-Century Culture*, 18 (1988), 389-403; list of her contributions in fn. 3 [400-02]. [She contributed letters, reviews and diverse sorts of articles to the twice monthly, secret *Correspondance littéraire, philosophique et critique* from Sept. 1755-Nov. 1783.]

Welch, Ellen. “Une fée moderne’: An Unpublished Fairy Tale by la comtesse de Murat.”  
_Eighteenth-Century Fiction_, 18, no. 4 (Summer 2006), 499-510. [An introduction to the unpublished tale by Henriette Julie de Castelnau, Comtesse de Murat (d. 1716): “L’Aigle au beau bec” (511-18).]


Welham, Debbie. “The Particular Case of Penelope Aubin.” _Journal for Eighteenth-Century Studies_, 31 (2008), 63-76. [Aided by John Baer’s research, Welham makes a case with new documents that, rather than being a Huguenot, Aubin was the illegitimate daughter of Sir Richard Temple and also an Anglican.]


Whelan, Timothy. “Mary Scott, Sarah Froud, and the Steele Literary Circle: A Revealing Annotation to The Female Advocate.” Huntington Library Quarterly, 77, no. 4 (2014), 435-52; summary. [Scott (1751/2-1793) dedicated her poem The Female Advocate (1774) to Anne Steele. The poem in part responds to the support of men like Steele’s father and the poet John Duncumbe for women authors as Scott.]
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White, Daniel E. "The 'Joineriana': Anna Barbauld, the Aikin Family Circle, and the Dissenting Public Sphere." Eighteenth-Century Studies, 32 (1999), 511-33. [On literary collaboration in "the familial mode of literary production characteristic of the Aikins and the national Dissenting community associated with the nonconformist Warrington Academy" (512).]


Whiteman, Bruce. “Pope Letters Acquired.” Center & Clark Newsletter, no. 32 (Fall 1998), 5-6. [The Clark Library has acquired 22 autograph letters by Pope and 2 to him, all already published.]


Wilcoxon, Helen. “‘The Scribblings of a Plain Man and the Temerity of a Woman’: Gender and Genre in Judith Sargent Murray’s The Gleaner.” Early American Literature, 30 (1995), 121-44.


Willan, Claude. “Possible Textual Variants of Pope’s Epistle to Cobham.” Notes and Queries, n.s. 57 (2010), 76-77. [A copy of the Epistle to Cobham at Winchester College has manuscript alterations to lines related to Queen Caroline that may represent readings entertained by Pope during the poem’s revision 1733-1736.]


Williams, Abigail. Poetry and the Creation of a Whig Literary Culture, 1681-1714. Oxford: Oxford U. Press, 2005. Pp. 303; bibliography; biographical appendix; index. [Focused on opposition and panegyric poetry and stressing themes such as moral reform. Chapter 6 is "Patronage and the Public Writers in Whig Literary Culture" (204-40). Rev. by David


Williams, Carolyn D. Pope and Granville, Fictions of Friendship.” *Notes and Queries*, n.s. 38 (1991), 184-86. [Treats verses on William Wycherley.]


Williams, Nicholas. “The Discourse of Madness: Samuel Johnson’s ‘Life of Collins.’”
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Winn, James A. “‘Complying with the Times’: Dryden’s Satires of Juvenal and Persius.” Eighteenth-Century Life, 12, no. 3 (November 1988), 76-87. [Dryden’s submerged satire occurs in the dedication as well as poems. Rev. (fav.) in Scriblerian, 22, no. 2 (Spring 1990), 138. Of related interest are two 1989 articles treating clandestine satirical attacks
in Dryden’s translations of Juvenal and Persius: see those under Kirk Combe and Rachel Miller.]


Winn, James A. “John Dryden, Court Theatricals, and the ‘Epilogue to the Faithful Shepherdess.’” Restoration, 32, no. 2 (Fall 2008), 45-54. [Consider Dryden as possible author of the epilogue. Rev. (fav.) in Scriblerian, 43, no. 2 (Spring 2011),167.]


Winn, James A. “Writing in the Margins of Mack: Continuing Problems in the Biography of Pope.” Scriblerian, 21, no. 1 (Autumn 1988), 4-8. [Part of a three-essay forum on work to be done on Pope, with James McLaverty looking at textual matters and Margaret Anne Doody at criticism.]


Wittmann, Reinhard. *Geschichte des deutschen Buchhandels: Ein Überblick*. Munich: C. H. Beck, 1991. Pp. 438; bibliography [417-27]; chronology [for German book-production 1390-1991]; illustrations; index. [Wittmann covers book-production and the booktrade in German-speaking countries since Gutenberg. He not only shows the historical process of printing and distributing materials (thus concentrating on the economic aspects of both early and the modern booktrade) but also succeeds in presenting the book and the booktrade itself as important cultural achievements. His chronological survey focuses on the tripartite unity of author, booktrade, and reader, emphasizing the functions of publishing houses and retail booksellers. Topics like pamphleteering, censorship, and copyright are set against the background of historical forces and events such as wars. Wittmann analyses the development during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries of the independent professional author, the publishing system, and the modern reader. Rev. in *Das Achtzehnte Jahrhundert*, 16 (1992), 109; by H. Furstner in *Boekenblad*, 159, no. 10 (1992), 16-17; (brief; favorably) by John L. Flood in *Library*, 6th ser., 14 (1992), 276; by John L. Flood in *TLS* (1 May 1992), 28; by Albert Labarre in *Bulletin du bibliophile* (1992), 428-30.]
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